**TASK: Diffusion/Obscura Valance Assembly**

**Use If/When:** Assemble Diffusion/Obscura Valance

**Tools Needed:** N/A

1. Attach the top hook of the valance clip to the top of the back slat. The middle hook will attach to the bottom of the back slat. The bottom hook will loosely attach to the bottom of the front slat.

2. Slide the first valance return slat into the valance return bracket. Top of the slat will be at the top of the curve. The return slat will stop at the tab.
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3. Slide the second valance return slat into the valance return bracket. The bottom of the slat will be at the bottom of curve.

4. Slide the second valance slat into the valance return bracket. The bottom of the slat will be at the bottom of curve.
5. Snap the back of the valance clip to the front headrail of the blind.

6. The valance clip will hold the valance to the headrail of the blind.